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Abstract 
The paper describes the importance of bridge anaphora relations in the novel Quo Vadis in order to implement a recognition 
tool for bridging. Moreover, this paper presents a set of conventions of annotations for 11 bridge relations as a result of 
manually annotations made by a team of trained students in Computational Linguistics. We proposed Weka, a collection of 
machine learning algorithms for data mining who can be applied directly to a dataset. The method can be extended to any 
kind of texts, which aim to help linguistics, teachers, and readers in general, who are motivated to understand the entity’s 
profile. 
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1. Introduction  
Our research about bridge anaphora relations as semantic relations in the novel Quo Vadis†, authored by the 
Nobel laureate Henryk Sienkiewicz in order to emphasize the character’s paths, in the benefit of the readers 
(teachers, students, etc.). Until now, we did not find papers with this topic that approach the literature genres. 
Authors like Hangyo et al. (Hangyo et al., 2012) were preoccupied to identify bridge anaphora, they choose as 
corpus online texts from Wikipedia, newspapers, etc., less literature genres.  
It is a study which suggests an approach to automatic recognition of bridge anaphora relations. On this line, it 
has identified important directions of analysis that have become the goals of this research. We consider this 
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method important because we chose Weka instead others (e.g. Support Vector Machines‡) in order to identify 
automatically bridge anaphora relations. 
Here, we present a set of conventions of annotations for 11 bridge anaphora relations (“coref-interpret”, 
“member-of”, “has-as-member”, “isa”, “class-of”, “part-of”, “has-as-part”, “subgroup-of”, “has-as-subgroup”, 
“has-name”, “name-of”); these conventions were the result of a manually annotations made by a team of trained 
students in Computational Linguistics, from Faculty of Computer Science from “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” 
University of Iași. The process was quite slow because it is time consuming, but was something essential in this 
kind of study and had to be done right, without mistakes.  
Actually, we bring in attention a method who can tell if that novel have the right content for someone who is 
trying to find a specific content, character or some specific temporal event, making it saving time due this 
process. Similar research of analysis of semantic relations was made by Poesio [Poesio et al., 1997, 2002, 2003, 
2004] or Markert [Markert, 1996, 2003] and their collaborators, but with structured corpora of online text (blogs, 
Wikipedia) containing various domains (and stories without a connection). This means that our corpus has a 
strategic structure followed by an author, and it is not just some unsupervised text, without a structure. 
We used patterns that were incorporate for automatic identification of bridge anaphora relations and we 
compared with Weka the manual process of annotation and the automatic annotation.  
The paper is structured as follows. After a brief introduction, section 2 describes shortly the state of art, 
section 3 presents the bridge anaphora relations as semantic relations, and section 4 discusses the work 
methodology including the corpus, annotation conventions and what statistical expectations can made with Weka. 
Finally, Section 5 we present some conclusions. 
2. State of art  
Most work on bridging has been theoretical, like (Asher & Lascarides, 1998). The main other studies 
attempting quantitative evaluations of bridging reference resolution have been done by Market et al. (Markert et 
al.,1996; Markert et al., 2003). Bridging anaphora have been investigated by Poesio (Poesio et al. 1997, 1998, 
2002, 2003, 2004) and Meyer and Dale (Meyer & Dale, 2002) and their collaborators.  
Since bridging reference resolution often requires some information that is not explicitly represented in the 
textual context of the reference, were conducted to measure the usefulness of WordNet as an external resource to 
resolve bridge anaphora relations. In fact it is a lexical database of English, inspired by current psycholinguistic 
theories of human memory, developed in the Cognitive Science Laboratory at Princeton University by a team led 
by Professor George Miller. It groups words (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) into sets of synonyms called 
synseturi, each representing lexical ways of the English concept that denotes the similarity of meaning of the 
series (Fellbaum, 1998). The synsets are linked in semantic relations (hypernims, hyponyms, part meronym, 
member meronym, attribute, similar to), some of them used in this study. Two projects were important in 
developed of WordNet for other languages, including Romanian: European EuroWordNet§ (Vossen, 1998) and 
Balkanet (Tufiş et al., 2004). There are many systems using manually collected language resources, such as 
electronic dictionaries and WordNets, that neither covers all languages, nor all possible application domains or 
the range of information required by specific applications. WordNet is the most well-known and widely used 
lexical database for English processing, and is the fruit of over 20 years of manual work carried out at Princeton 
University.  
According to other studies, WordNet can’t definite anaphora resolution, used as a feature in machine learning 
for coreference resolution using supervised training data. Another disadvantage it is the fact that WordNet is not 
available for all languages, and have some parts missing from the vocabulary of the covered languages. Anyway, 
it was demonstrated that information extracted from WordNet does not help resolving bridging. We can use 
 
‡ SVM (Support Vector Machine) maps the input vector in a space with more dimensions which constructs a 
linear separating hyperplane - http://svmlight.joachims.org. 
§ http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/. 
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syntactic patterns that are able to express part-whole relations such as “the x of the y”. If such patterns of a 
potential antecedent and anaphor are found with a high frequency in a corpus (Poesio, 2002) or on the we 
(Poesio, 2004, Markert et al., 2003). We are interested to study bridge relations from a more theoretical point of 
view and focus on how to distinguish bridge relations starting with some annotation conventions established by 
NLP-Group@UAIC-FII for this particularly case. This will be discussing in closer in section 4.2. 
3. Bridge anaphora 
Bridge anaphora relations, in this context, include linguistic expressions about the novel’s character. In other 
words, we have different and complete profiles of the subjects, necessary for the understanding of their stories, 
including temporal and event information. Our documentation reveals that the analysis of semantic relations was 
focused on structured corpora of online newspapers, blogs, Wikipedia texts, etc. It is a space concentrated on a 
large diversity of authors, styles, issues and unsupervised information.  
The most important reason for this kind of analysis was choosing fiction as a strategic structure followed by an 
author with a recognized style. Starting with manual annotations, we discovered patterns which we intend to 
incorporate for automatic identification of bridge anaphora relations. An accurate character’s profile is dependent 
on a multitude of Natural Language Processing techniques. 
4. Work methodology 
Deciphering these links is a major step in understanding book content. We present briefly the stages of this 
study. We used the novel Quo Vadis by Henryk Sienkiewicz, already used in (Cristea et. al, 2014), therefore 
bridge anaphora relations, in this context, and include linguistic expressions about the novel’s character. In other 
words, we have different and complete profiles of the subjects, necessary for the understanding of their stories, 
including temporal and event information. 
4.1. The corpus 
We chose Quo Vadis novel especially because it is very appreciated by worldwide readers. It is a training 
corpus for manual annotation and automatic learning. Since we have a corpus with a strategic structure, a 
character could be placed in various relational contexts. Hence we have established relationships types in order to 
make a categorization of these entities, covering in this way all the relationships that could be found in a literary 
text. We made some of annotation automatically in a pre-processing phase. Manual annotations captured three 
aspects: text segmentation – highlighting word strings where there are expressed relations, emphasizing the 
relationship type and identify the two poles (entities) involved in the relationship. These two types of annotations 
are merged as one, and the result is a complete annotated file. We used markings to train a process able to 
generalise patterns. 
Based on the 11 annotation conventions, we systematize relations found in our corpus, for this research. We 
found that an XML element** covers the area of minimal text expressing the kind of relationship between entities 
and containing these attributes ID (identity), TRIGGER (reveals the relation type), TYPE, FROM and TO. We 
discovered relationships between characters and other types of entities. For this experiment it was used Romanian 
language, but the annotation conventions proposed in the following and the methodological suggestions can be 
applied in any language and text genre. 
 
** XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a pliable way to create information formats and share both the format 
and the data on the WWW (World Wide Web). 
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4.2. The annotation conventions 
In this section a set of conventions of annotations for 11 bridge anaphora relations will be presented and 
exemplified. All examples are extracted from the Romanian version of the novel, and after that these were 
searched in an English version.  
Often, this process became difficult because the translation has many author’s interventions. We express in 
English the annotation conventions in order to facilitate their use for similar tasks in other languages. 
 
x coref-interpret (coref. relationship due to interpretation of a character in the eyes of another character). 
 
[RO] Nu avea nici cea mai mică indoială că 1:[lucrătorul acela] e 2:[Ursus]. =>[2] coref-interpret [1]; 
[ENG] He had not the least doubt 1:[that laborer] was 2:[Ursus]. =>[2] coref-interpret [1]; 
 
x member-of (from an element that must have PERSON type, to a group in which he is a member – PERSON-
GROUP type). 
 
[RO] Toți sclavii să vină în fața mea. 1:[Toți] până la 2:[unul]!=>[2] member-of [1]; 
[ENG] Let 1:[the slaves] stand before me to 2:[the last] soul, quickly! =>[2] member-of [1]; 
 
x has-as-member (the inverse of member-of, from PERSON-GROUP to his own element PERSON). 
 
[RO] 1:[Petronius]… 2:[amândurora] =>[2] has-a-member [1]; 
[ENG] 1:[Petronius]… 2:[both] =>[2] has-a-member [1]; 
 
x isa (from an instance of type PERSON, its concentual class type PERSON-CLASS). 
 
[RO] 1:[Vinicius]… 2:[e prieten cu împăratul] => [1] isa [2]; 
[ENG] 1:[Vinicius]… 2:[is a friend of Caesar] => [1] isa [2]; 
 
x class-of (inverse of isa, from concept PERSON-CLASS, to instance type PERSON). 
 
[RO] Dar nu ești 1:[tu] 2:[un zeu]? => [2] class-of-interpret [1]; 
[ENG] But are 1:[you] not 2:[a god]? => [2] class-of-interpret [1]; 
 
x part-of (X type PERSON-PART, is part of a set Y type PERSON). 
 
[RO] Deocamdată apăru un 1:[detașament de călăreți numizi], care făceau parte din 2:[gărzile pretoriene]… 
=> [1] part-of [2] 
[ENG]  Meanwhile came a 1:[detachment of Numidian horse], who belonged to 2:[the pretorian guard]…    
=> [1] part-of [2] 
 
x has-as-part (the inverse of part-of: Y a PERSON, has as part of the X a PERSON-PART). 
 
[RO] neavând decât 1:[două degete] la 3:[mâna dreptă]… => [3] has-as-part [1]; 
[ENG] who lack 1:[two fingers] on my 3:[right hand]… => [3] has-as-part [1]; 
 
x subgroup-of (from a subset, a PERSON-GROUP, in a larger group, it includes everything, a PERSON-
GROUP). 
 
[RO] Hristos 1:[i]-a iertat și pe 2:[evreii] care… => [2] subgroup-of [1]; 
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[ENG] 1:[Christ] forgave 2:[the Jews] who… => [2] subgroup-of [1]; 
 
x has-as-subgroup (the inverse of subgroup-of, from a group PERSON-GROUP, to a subset to it own, a 
PERSON-GROUP) 
 
[RO] 1:[îl] lăsase fără 2:[familie]… =>[2] has-a-subgroup [1]; 
[ENG] deprived 1:[him] of 2:[family]… =>[2] has-a-subgroup [1]; 
 
x has-name (relationship between a entity type PERSON, and the name by which it is called, a PERSON-
GROUP). 
 
[RO] Atunci 1:[“sagatio”], cum numeau 2:[aruncarea în sus pe pelerina soldățească]… => [2]has-name-
interpret [1]; 
[ENG] Then the 1:[“sagatio”], as they termed 2:[the tossing]… => [2] has-name-interpret [1]; 
 
x name-of (the inverse of has-name, between PERSON-NAME and PERSON). 
[RO] 1:[numele lui 2:[Petronius]] => [1] name-of [2]; 
[ENG] 1:[the name of 2:[Petronius]] => [1] name-of [2]. 
 
As we have said since in abstract, in Table 1. are showing the number of 11 bridge anaphora relations and we 
will explain the results. 
  
   Table 1. Distribution of bridge anaphora relations in corpus 
Relation type 
Relations number 
in our corpus 
Percentage of  
relations (%) 
coref-interpret 2139 36.87 
member-of 184 3.17 
has-as-member 376 6.48 
isa 30 0.52 
class-of 198 3.41 
part-of 2006 34.57 
has-as-part 122 2.10 
subgroup-of 372 6.41 
has-as-subgroup 183 3.15 
has-name 
name-of 
28 
164 
0.48 
2.83 
 
We can conclude that the relations with the biggest percentage in our corpus is “coref-interpret” and “part-of”. 
This results highlight literature genre of our corpus; “coref-interpret” is often found because a novel has many 
situations when actions are described, especially in Quo Vadis, where are a lot of characters and each of them has 
his own story. The same idea applies to the relation “part-of” (X - type person, is part of a set Y – type person). 
Because our corpus is a novel, so it has a logical story conceived by an author, we were expecting that “coref-
interpret” and “part-of” to have a bigger percentage from the other relations. 
4.3. WEKA - Statistics 
In this study we propose Weka, a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining who can be 
applied directly to a dataset, in our case the manual annotations on the novel Quo Vadis.  
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We have with Weka available tools for data preprocessing, classification, clustering, regression, feature 
selection, association rules and visualization graphics, and can be made the operations for preprocessing raw 
trajectories in order to transform them into semantic trajectories. Weka can handle complex data mining 
problems and we are focused to capitalize opportunities offered by this open source program. Even is an old 
software that could be improved, can help us in our study and is the only one of his kind. We still try to solve 
some problems that we encounter in order to come up with all the answers for idea raised in this research. One of 
the biggest challenge is the fact that reading formats of input data for Weka are not the same with the format of 
our material. We need to convert our annotated corpus into right format so the program could help us to solve 
statistical and data mining problems for this study.  
For statistics it requires a set of input data, and these must have a certain extension in order to be “readable” 
for Weka. Once the input data can be read with Weka, it is mandatory to establish the rules that will run in tests 
and in automatization process. 
5. Conclusions and future work  
First of all, this paper opens a new research direction for study of bridging because we used a novel as corpus. 
Second, all 11 bridge anaphora relations represent a complex semantic relations set, especially, in literature 
genres. In fact a part of these bridges anaphora relations are new. But, other semantic relations like ISA are very 
common in this research area.  
Third, we were testing methods in order to accomplish an automatization annotation process with Weka. This 
process is barely to beginning and is still work to do for more certain results. Weka it is powerful programs that 
can perform complex tasks to help linguistics around the world, but you have to know exactly, from the start, 
what kind of results do you need in the end, in order to configure this program to work for you. 
The advantage of this method is that can be extended to any kind of texts, which aim to help linguistics, 
teachers, students, readers in general, who are motivated to understand the entity’s profile, in order to implement 
a tool for recognition of bridge anaphora relations. In fact, this research could help the potential readers to 
understand in a short period of time if the novel responds or not to their needs, according to what there are 
looking to read. For instance, if someone prefers a particular author, who has approached several topics in his 
writings, but not all of them would keep the passion of reading; our method could help in this case to choose the 
book they are looking for, saving time in this way. 
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